IQ 200 Pedestal Dimensions, Rectangle
The rectangle pedestal can be configured with one charger or two. With one EV charger, the rectangle is perfect
for single parking spots that are near a sidewalk or building. Or take advantage of larger parking areas to
install two chargers on a single rectangle pedestal, providing facing spots both a dedicated charging station.
IQ 200 Rectangular Pedestal Dimensions - 202007a
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While these recommendations by Blink are intended to assist and guide you with your deployment and installation of your new Blink chargers, these are meant only as
suggestions. Blink insists that you do your research and come to your own conclusions, as your say is the final one and Blink does not accept, and you expressly release Blink
from, any liability for any accidents or damage which arise out of your following of Blink’s recommendations during the installation process.
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IQ 200 Pedestal Base Hole Pattern, Rectangle
The below shows the dimensions of the bases of our rectangle pedestals. You will find overall dimensions,
location, sizing, and quantity of conduit through holes, bolt holes, leveling bolts, and support post.
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